Folded Towels

C-FOLD TOWELS

A. C-FOLD PAPER TOWELS

PRIME SOURCE®

High quality, value-priced paper towels ideal for all public environments.

- 75004304 75004304 13 1/2” x 10 3/4”, White 2400/cs.
- 75004312 75004312 13” x 10 3/4”, Natural 2400/cs.

B. C-FOLD TOWELS

GEORGIA-PACIFIC

Acclaim®
Economy C-fold towels for reliable performance at a low cost. Designed to fit into a wide range of appropriate dispensers. Folded width: 3 1/8”.

- 13707622 20603 240 Count, 10 1/8” x 13 1/4”, White 10/cs.

BigFold 2®
Premium towels with a new emboss that fits into existing C-fold and multifold dispensers (with no adapter required) to provide a premium, cost-saving C-fold substitute. Unique fold allows for reliable, one-at-a-time touchless dispensing which reduces the number of towels used as well as the risk of cross-contamination.

- 13700888 20887 200 Count, 9 1/8” x 11”, White, 1-Ply 10/cs.

Signature®
Premium C-fold hand towels provide softness and absorbency patrons and tenants will appreciate. Folded width: 3 3/4”.

- 13700176 23000 120 Count, 10 1/4” x 13 1/4”, White, 2-Ply 12/cs.

C. C-FOLD TOWELS

KIMBERLY-CLARK

SCOTT® C-Fold Towels - Convenience Case

- 15403623 03623 13 1/3” x 10 3/8”, White 12/cs.

KLEENEX® C-Fold Towels

Dependable, folded towels that you can look to for softness, absorbency and performance.

- 15401500 01500 150 Count, 10 1/2” x 13 3/8”, White 16/cs.
- 15400059 01500 150 Count, 10 1/2” x 13 3/8”, White 2400/cs.

SCOTT® C-Fold Towels

Depend on these for reliable performance. Fits dispensers 09008, 09009, 09905, 09906, 09952 and 09976.

- 15401510 01510 150 Count, 10 1/2” x 13 3/8”, White, 1-Ply 16/cs.

Tradition™

This one-ply towel is suitable for most anywhere. These towels are among our most popular choice in folded towels. Recycled. Bleached.

- 15404140 0292050 13” x 10 1/8”, White 2400/cs.

D. WORKFORCE® C-FOLD TOWELS

MARCAL PAPER MILLS

As tough as your next big job, yet soft enough for everyday use. Made from 100% recycled fiber.

- 15702725 2725 150 Count, 10 1/4” x 12 1/4”, White 16/cs.

E. CORONET® C-FOLD TOWELS

SCA TISSUE

Soft and absorbent towels offer the perfect combination of quality, performance and value. Embossing enhances hand feel and maximum absorbency. High wet strength designed to please your most demanding users. Improved product design helps to control usage, so you save on reduced waste and maintenance time. 100% recycled chipboard sleeves assures maximum protection and ease of handling. Made from 100% recycled fiber provides environmental benefits, and a positive image builder. Use 73T1, 75GR and 75T dispenser. Folded size: 3 3/4” x 10 1/4”.

- 14100700 CB520 150 Count, 12 1/8” x 10 1/4” Open, White 2400/cs.
Folded Towels

A. MAINSTREET® C-FOLD TOWELS
Soft and absorbent towels offer the perfect combination of quality, performance and value. Embossing enhances hand feel and maximum absorbency. High wet strength designed to please your most demanding users. Improved product design helps to control usage, so you save on reduced waste and maintenance time. 100% recycled chipboard sleeves assure maximum protection and ease of handling. Made from 100% recycled fiber provides environmental benefits, and a positive image builder. Use 73T1, 75GR and 75T dispenser. Folded size: 3¾” x 10¼”.

14100706 CB530 150 Count, 12¾” x 10¼” Open, White 2400/cs.

MULTIFOLD TOWELS

B. MULTIFOLD TOWELS
High quality, value-priced paper towels ideal for all public environments.

75004306 75004306 9¼” x 9¼”, White 4M/cs.
75004307 75004307 9¼” x 9¼”, Natural 4M/cs.

C. MULTIFOLD TOWELS
This individual multifold towel offers reliable performance at a low cost. Made from 100% recycled paper. Get maximum absorbency in an economical easy-to-dispense towel. Fits a wide range of folded towel dispensers.

57371231 61231 250 Count, Bleached, 1-Ply 4M/cs.
57371229 61230 250 Count, Natural, 1-Ply 4M/cs.

D. MULTIFOLD TOWELS
Economy white multifold towels for reliable performance at a low cost. Folded width: 3¼”.

13707630 20204 250 Count, 9¼” x 9¼”, White 16/cs.

Preference Ultra®
Premium multifold hand towels provide softness and absorbency. Patented honeycomb pattern creates thick, luxurious softness. Folded width: 3¼”.

13700218 21000 125 Count, 9¼” x 9½”, White, 2-Ply 2M/cs.

E. MULTIFOLD TOWELS
Tradition* Multifold Towels
Design allows for towels to dispense one-at-a-time for less waste, more value and a tidier washroom.

15400026 01840 250 Count, White 12/cs.
15401815 01840 250 Count, White 4000/cs.

KLEENEX® SCOTTFOLD® Towels
Made to eliminate dispensing problems. Designed to dispense one-at-a-time, every time. Virtually eliminates tear-out and messy towel litter.

15401900 01900 120 Count, 8½” x 12½”, White 20/cs.
15401999 01999 120 Count, 9¼” x 12½”, White 16/cs.

KLEENEX® Multifold Towels
Premium towels set the standard for softness and absorbency; plus they will help reduce cost since fewer towels are needed per use. Fits dispensers 09905 and 09906.

15409040 01890 150 Count, 9¼” x 9½”, White, 1-Ply 2400/cs.

KLEENEX® Multifold Towels - 4-Pack Bundle
These two-ply multifold towels are soft and absorbent.

15408130 88130 2-Ply 4/cs.

SCOTT® SCOTTFOLD® M Towels
Ideal replacement for multifold towels. Guaranteed to reduce towel usage. Delivers one-at-a-time dispensing, every time. Eliminates tabbing and tearing. Meets EPA standards with a minimum of 40% post-consumer waste.

15401950 01950 175 Count, 8½” x 12½”, White 3500/cs.

SCOTT® SCOTTFOLD® Towels
The ideal replacement for C-fold towels. Made to eliminate dispensing problems. Dispenses one-at-a-time, eliminates tabbing and tearing, and easy to load. Fits great in standard C-fold dispensers without adapters. Meets EPA standards with a minimum of 40% post-consumer waste.

15401970 01970 175 Count, 9¼” x 12½”, White 3500/cs.

SCOTT® Multifold Towels
Design allows for towels to dispense one-at-a-time for less waste, more value and tidier.

15400450 01804 250 Count, 9¼” x 9½”, White 4M/cs.